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The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused a global
pandemic and public health crisis since the beginning of 2020. First recognized for the
induction of severe disease, the virus also causes asymptomatic infections or infections
with mild symptoms that can resemble common colds. To provide better understanding
of these mild SARS-CoV-2 infections and to monitor the development of symptoms over
time, we performed a detailed analysis of self-reported symptoms of SARS-CoV-2
positive and SARS-CoV-2 negative individuals. In an online-based survey, a total of
2117 individuals provided information on symptoms associated with an acute respiratory
infection, 1925 of the participants had tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection, and 192
had tested negative. The symptoms reported most frequently during the early phases of
the pandemic by SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals were tiredness, headache, impairment
of smell or taste and dry cough. With the spread of the alpha and delta variants, the
frequency of nose symptoms such as blocked or runny nose and sneezing increased to
being reported by almost 60% of infected individuals. Interestingly, the spread of the
omicron variant brought a sharp decrease in the incidence of impaired sense of smell or
taste, which was reported by only 24% in this phase of the pandemic. The constellation of
symptoms should be monitored closely in the months ahead, since future SARS-CoV-2
variants are likely to bring about more changes.
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INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the virus associated with the
coronavirus infectious disease 19 (COVID-19), was first detected in Wuhan, China, at the end of
2019 (1), has quickly spread globally and has caused a pandemic and public health crisis since the
beginning of 2020. The first infections in Europe occurred in Italy and Germany in late January 2020
(2). By March 2020, numbers of SARS-CoV-2 infection rose rapidly in many countries, and have
done so again in multiple waves; as of May 18th 2022, more than 519 million people have been
infected by SARS-CoV-2, and more than 6.2 million SARS-CoV-2 related deaths have been
reported (3).
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From the first cases in China, the typical symptoms of SARS-
CoV-2 infection were described as dry cough, fever, and
pneumonia (4, 5). These first reports of symptoms associated
with SARS-CoV-2 infection/COVID-19 were based on
symptoms found in hospitalized patients with severe disease.
Notably, in the first reports on COVID-19, disease course was
considered mild if patients did not require mechanical
ventilation. It soon became obvious though that many SARS-
CoV-2 infected individuals experienced asymptomatic or non-
severe disease course that resembled common colds and did not
require hospitalization (6). Interestingly, it was found that many
SARS-CoV-2 infected patients experienced altered or completely
lost sense of smell and/or taste, which has since been regarded as
a key indicator of SARS-CoV-2 infection as summarized in
multiple meta-analyses (7).

The high frequency of lost sense of smell and taste observed in
many studies has been convincingly shown to be associated with
a virus variant carrying the mutation D614G in the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein that replaced the original Wuhan Hu-1 strain as the
prevalent pandemic SARS-CoV-2 variant in early 2020 (8). The
variant was shown to be more infectious due to improved
structural stability of the spike protein resulting in increased
binding affinity to the SARS-CoV-2 receptor angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (9). The improved binding to
ACE2 facilitates effective infection of and replication in the
olfactory epithelium, and in particular in sustentacular cells
and Bowman’s gland cells as demonstrated both in the mouse
model (10) and in tissue samples of deceased COVID-19 patients
(11), and is regarded as mechanistically underlying the loss of
smell. Similarly, enhanced ACE2 binding leads to higher
infection rates of cells in the taste buds that express high levels
of ACE2, leading to a disruption of normal cellular turnover
from the stem cell layer and thereby to an impaired sense of taste
(12). The importance of the D614G mutation for viral fitness is
also demonstrated by the fact that so far, all subsequent variants
of concern and variants of interest retained this mutation
[reviewed in (13)]. Following variants that have spread
regionally or globally all exhibited further mutations in the
spike protein and in other proteins that gave the variants
advantages such as increased transmissibility or infectivity, and
also antibody escape to some degree (13). The most successful
SARS-CoV-2 variants to date, which spread globally and largely
or completely replaced other variants have been at first the G614
variant carrying the hallmark spike protein mutation D614G
[Pango lineage name B.1 (14)], the alpha variant [B.1.1.7;
defining mutations: Spike: N501Y, A570D, P681H, T716I,
S982A, D1118H; other proteins: ORF1ab: T1001I, A1708D,
I2230T; ORF8: A27*, R52I, Y73C; N: D3L, S235F; deletions:
11288:9, 21765:6, 21991:3; (15, 16)] the delta variant [B.1.617.2;
defining mutations: Spike: T19R, L452R, T478K, P681R, D950N;
ORF3a:S26L; M:I82T; ORRF7a: V82A, T120I; N: D63G, R203M,
F377Y; (17)] and the currently dominating variant omicron
[B.1.1.529; defining mutations: Spike: A67V, T95I, G339D,
S371L, S373P, K417N, N440K, G446S, S477N, T478K, E484A,
Q493R, G496S, Q498R, N510Y, T547K, D614G, H655Y, N679K,
P681H, N764K, D796Y, N856K, Q954H, N969K; ORF1a:
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K856R, A2710T, T3255I, P3395H, I3758V; ORF1b: P314L,
I1566V; E:T9I; M: D3G, Q19E, A63T; N:RG203KR; (18)].

To get a detailed picture of the symptoms of SARS-CoV-2
infection, we created an online questionnaire and starting from
April 2020 invited both positive and negative tested individuals
to report their symptoms. The symptoms included in the survey
comprised general symptoms such as fever, fatigue, headache
and joint or muscle pains, and a range of specific eye, nose,
throat, respiratory and gastrointestinal symptoms. We were
especially interested in the symptoms of infected individuals
with a mild disease course, who would not be likely to seek
medical care and therefore would not be easily reached in a
clinical study. Our results show that over time, the pattern of
symptoms reported by SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals
changed significantly, with nose symptoms becoming more
common since the rise of the alpha and delta variants, and the
typical loss of smell and taste becoming far less prevalent with the
rise of the omicron variant. Our data show that continued close
monitoring of SARS-CoV-2 symptoms in the future is
clearly warranted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee of the
Medical Faculty of the University Duisburg-Essen (approval
number 20-9233-BO) and was carried out in accordance with
the ethical guidelines and regulations. The study participants
gave their informed consent to their voluntary participation in
this study and to the subsequent use of the data for publication.

Data Collection
Data were collected in an online questionnaire based on
LimeSurvey software hosted on the servers of the University of
Duisburg-Essen. Participants of the online survey were recruited
via public health offices of the city of Hamm (North Rhine-
Westphalia, Germany), of the administrative district Soest
(North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany), of the administrative
district Hochsauerland (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany)
and the SARS-CoV-2 testing center in Lünen, administrative
district Unna (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany), as well as via
social media. Participants were invited to complete the survey in
case of a positive as well as negative SARS-CoV-2 test result. The
data presented in this manuscript were collected between April
6th 2020 and May 17th 2022.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using R (version 3.6.3) and RStudio software
and fsmb, plyr, splyr, tidyverse, ggplot2 and viridis packages.
Only data from individuals who had completed the survey were
included in the analysis.

For graphic representation of the survey results of tested
individuals, data were sorted by the date of survey completion
and the category “fever higher than 38.0°C” was calculated from
July 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 880707
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the questionnaire responses using the tidyverse package, and a
heatmap of the survey data was generated using ggplot2 package.

Odds ratios (OR) for individual symptoms were calculated as
the conditional maximum likelihood estimate with 90%
confidence interval using the function fisher.test of R stats
package. OR and frequency of symptoms were visualized
using ggplot2.

Statistical significance in symptom frequency in vaccinated
and unvaccinated individuals was calculated by Fisher’s exact test
using the function fisher.test of the R stats package.
RESULTS

To obtain an overview of the subjective symptoms reported by
SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals, especially those with a mild
disease course, an online survey was performed. Invitations to the
survey were published on social media, and SARS-CoV-2 tested
individuals were also directly invited to participate when they
received notification of their test results, or by subsequent
invitation, by their local public health offices. Participants
included individuals who had tested positive or negative for
SARS-CoV-2 by PCR. Since the survey was performed in German
language, participants from social media are expected to be mainly
fromGermany, or fromneighbouring German-speaking countries.

In total, responses of 2117 participants who had been tested for
SARS-CoV-2 infection were included in the survey, 1925 (90.1%)
had tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection, while 192 (9.1%) of
those participants had tested negative. The characteristics of the
whole study population are represented in Table 1. The SARS-
CoV-2 positive-tested individuals were grouped according to the
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 3
time of infection, with the time period April 2020 to January 2021
being dominated by the G614 variant SARS-CoV-2 in Germany,
the SARS-CoV-2 alpha variant being the dominant circulating
virus strain from February 2021 to June 2021, the SARS-CoV-2
delta variant from July 2021 until the first week of January 2022,
and the SARS-CoV-2 omicron variant from the second week of
January until the end of data collection onMay 17th 2022 (19). The
number and baseline characteristics of the participants from these
four variant phases were comparable, with roughly two third of
participants being female and the majority of participants between
18 and 69 years of age, although there was a higher frequency of
participants in the 50 – 59 years of age group in the G614
dominated early phase of the pandemic compared to the alpha,
delta and omicron dominated phases (Table 1).

Of the SARS-CoV-2 positive-tested individuals, only a
minority (G614: 7.6%, alpha: 5.8%, delta: 1.2%, omicron: 5.1%)
reported no symptoms, whereas the majority reported mild
(G614: 43.5%, alpha: 48.7%, delta: 50.4%, omicron: 55.4%) or
moderate symptoms (G614: 30.5%, alpha: 33.9%, delta: 34.6%,
omicron: 32.0%). A small number of the participants had been
hospitalized (G614: 4.9%, alpha: 2.5%, delta: 0.5%, omicron:
0.5%) or had required intensive care treatment (G614: 1.2%,
alpha: 0.0%, delta: 0.0%, omicron: 0.0%) due to the SARS-CoV-
2 infection.

The symptoms reported by the tested study population are
shown as a heatmap in Figure 1, and a direct comparison of the
frequencies of symptoms in the different phases of the pandemic
is facilitated by the bar graphs in Figure 2. Clearly, a majority in
both SARS-CoV-2 positive and negative individuals reported
general symptoms such as tiredness, lethargy and headaches. The
frequency of fever higher than 38.0°C decreased from 35.7% of
TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the study population.

positive tested participants, n (% of total) negative tested participantsn, (% of total)

subgroup G614 Alpha Delta Omicron
number 485 448 564 428 192

age (years)
18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
> 80

89 (18.3%)
64 (13.1%)
90 (18.6%)
158 (32.6%)
63 (12.9%)
12 (2.5%)
9 (1.9%)

121 (27.0%)
99 (22.1%)
73 (16.3%)
86 (19.2%)
55 (12.3%)
13 (2.9%)
1 (0.2%)

113 (20.0%)
123 (21.8%)
128 (22.7%)
133 (23.6%)
50 (8.9%)
13 (2.3%)
4 (0.7%)

82 (19.2%)
112 (26.2%)
97 (22.7%)
76 (17.8%)
54 (12.6%)
7 (1.6%)
0 (0%)

32 (16.8%)
53 (27.9%)
44 (23.2%)
40 (20.8%)
20 (10.5%)
2 (1.1%)
1 (0.5%)

gender
female
male
diverse

283 (58.4%)
202 (41.6%)

0 (0%)

278 (62.1%)
170 (37.9%)

0 (0%)

330 (58.5%)
233 (41.3%)
1 (0.2%)

311 (72.7%)
116 (27.1%)
1 (0.2%)

120 (62.5%)
70 (36.5%)
2 (1.0%)

smoking
hayfever1

63 (13.0%)
82 (16.9%)

60 (13.4%)
82 (18.3%)

103 (18.3%)
41 (7.3%)

63 (14.7%)
43 (10.0%)

57 (30.0%)
36 (18.8%)

severity
asymptomatic
mild
moderate
severe
hospitalization
intensive care

37 (7.6%)
211 (43.5%)
148 (30.5%)
57 (10.3%)
24 (4.9%)
6 (1.2%)

26 (5.8%)
218 (48.7%)
152 (33.9%)
41 (9.2%)
11 (2.5%)
0 (0%)

34 (1.2%)
284 (50.4%)
195 (34.6%)
48 (8.5%)
3 (0.5%)
0 (0%)

22 (5.1%)
237 (55.4%)
137 (32.0%)
30 (7.0%)
2 (0.5%)
0 (0%)

55 (28.9%)
70 (36.8%)
44 (22.9%)
19 (9.9%)
4 (2.1%)
0 (0%)
1 hayfever relevant at the time of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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FIGURE 1 | Heatmap of symptoms reported by SARS-CoV-2 positive and negative tested individuals. Symptoms reported by SARS-CoV-2 positive (4 top sections)
and SARS-CoV-2 negative individuals (bottom). Subjects were sorted according to SARS-CoV-2 test outcome and date of questionnaire completion; groups of
positive subjects are displayed according to periods of dominance of SARS-CoV-2 G614 and the alpha, delta and omicron variants. “Month” indicates the date of
completion of the questionnaire. “feverish/not feverish”: subjective judgement, participant did not measure their body temperature.
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org July 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 8807074
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respondents in the G614-dominated phase to 20.7% in the alpha-
dominated phase, 17.9% in the delta-dominated and 16.6% in the
omicron-dominated phase. On the other hand, during the G614-
dominated phase, 52.5% of survey participants reported
headache as a symptom, and that increased further to 64.5%
for the alpha-, 67.4% for the delta-, and 65.7% for the omicron-
dominated phase. Also vertigo saw an increase from 20.7% for
G614 to 29.3% and 27.3% for alpha and delta, respectively, but
went down to 24.1% for omicron. Lethargy, muscle pain and loss
of appetite were reported less frequently in the omicron-
dominated phase.

The presence of eye symptoms has been low throughout all
phases of the pandemic and there have not been considerable
changes over the time of data collection. Interestingly, most nose
symptoms were reported only by a minority of participants during
the early phase of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, but the frequency of
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 5
respondents reporting a blocked or runny nose or sneezing has
increased considerably since the spread of the alpha, delta and
omicron variant: while only 24.4% and 21.8% reported a blocked or
runny nose for G614 infections, this increased to 45.1% and 36.2%
for alpha variant infections, 57.6% and 54.8% for delta variant
infections and 50.9%and 55.1% for omicron variant infections. The
proportion of sneezing increased from 21.8% for G614 to 36.1% for
alpha, 49.3% for delta and 54.2% for omicron. Importantly, there
have been changes to the symptoms that have been regarded as
highly typical of a SARS-CoV-2 infection since early days of the
pandemic, which is loss of smell or taste. About two thirds of SARS-
CoV-2 positive individuals reported an impaired or lost sense of
smell or taste during the G614, alpha and delta dominated phases,
however, these frequencies have dropped considerably to only 25%
and 23.8%, respectively, for the current omicron variant dominated
phase (Figure 2).
FIGURE 2 | Frequencies of symptoms. Frequencies for each symptom were calculated for SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals from G614, alpha variant, delta variant
and omicron variant dominated phases of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Statistically significant differences compared to the frequencies in the G614 phase are
indicated by * (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).
July 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 880707
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Dry cough has been another hallmark symptom of SARS-
CoV-2 infection and was reported by almost 60% of SARS-CoV-
2 positive individuals, and this frequency remained largely
unchanged for the variant-dominated phases. Other throat
symptoms had been reported at far lower frequencies during
the G614 phase but have increased significantly with the spread
of the alpha, delta and omicron variants, most notably throat
pain, sore throat and also phlegmy throat and phlegmy cough.
Approximately one third of individuals reported difficulty
breathing and other respiratory symptoms during the G614-
dominated phase of the pandemic (31.3%), and this frequency
has also dropped since the spread of the delta and even more so
the omicron variant, with the frequency of individuals reporting
difficulty breathing now down to 23.4%.

Also gastrointestinal symptoms have been associated with
SARS-CoV-2 infections since the beginning, although not
reported by a majority of infected individuals. The most often
reported gastrointestinal symptom in the G614-dominated early
phase of the pandemic was diarrhea (28.2%), which has
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 6
decreased in frequency in the variant-dominated phases (alpha:
19.4%. delta: 17.9%, omicron: 13.8%).

The changes in symptom frequencies are reflected in the odds
ratios for the individual symptoms (Figure3). Since thedistribution
of many symptoms was similar in SARS-CoV-2 positive and
negative individuals, many odds ratios are close to 1. Clearly, the
highest odds ratioswere observed for impaired or lost sense of smell
in the earlier G614, alpha and delta phases (estimate: 3.8; 90%
confidence interval (CI): 2.5 – 6.1 for G614; alpha: 2.7, CI 1.7 – 4.3;
delta: 4.5, CI 2.9– 7.0) and impaired or lost sense of taste (G614: 4.3,
CI 2.8 – 6.8; alpha: 2.2, CI 1.4 – 3.5; delta: 3.6, CI 2.4 – 5.7), showing
only a very slight decline with the appearance of the alpha and delta
variants. For the omicron-dominated phase however, these
numbers have dropped considerably to only 1.0 (CI 0.6 – 1.6) and
0.9 (CI 0.6 – 1.5), respectively.

Other notable differences were observed for blocked nose (G614:
0.5, CI: 0.3 – 0.8; alpha: 1.7, CI 1.1 – 2.6; delta: 2.3, CI 1.5 – 3.4;
omicron 1.7, CI 1.2 – 2.7), runny nose (G614: 0.4, CI: 0.2 – 0.6;
alpha: 0.8, CI 0.5 – 1.2; delta: 1.5, CI 1.0 – 2.3; omicron: 1.6, CI 1.1 –
FIGURE 3 | Odds ratios of symptoms. Odds ratios of symptoms and 90% confidence intervals were calculated from frequencies of symptoms in SARS-CoV-2
positive individuals from the G614, alpha variant, delta variant and omicron variant dominated phases of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic in relation to frequencies of
symptoms in symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 negative individuals.
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B

A

FIGURE 5 | Symptoms reported during the omicron-dominated phase stratified by vaccination status. (A) Heatmap of SARS-CoV-2 infected vaccinated (upper
section) and unvaccinated (lower section) individuals from the omicron-dominated phase. (B) Frequencies for each symptom were calculated for vaccinated and
unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals. Statistically significant differences are indicated by * (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test).
B

A

FIGURE 4 | Sneezing and runny nose symptoms stratified by hayfever. Counts of respondents indicating presence or absence of the symptom “sneezing” (A) or
“runny nose” (B). Respondents were grouped according to their suffering from hayfever (“yes”), not suffering from hayvever (“no”), or suffering from hayfever but not
during the time of SARS-CoV-2 infection (“n.rel.”: not relevant). The increase in frequency of the symptoms “sneezing” and “runny nose” in the variant dominated
phases can be clearly observed in individuals who do not suffer from hayfever.
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org July 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 8807077
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2.4) and sneezing (G614: 0.4, CI: 0.2 – 0.6; alpha: 1.1, CI 0.7 – 1.6;
delta: 1.5, CI 1.0 – 2.2; omicron: 1.8, CI 1.2 – 2.8), all turning from
an OR below 1 for G614 to an OR well above 1 for the variants. The
increased frequencies of runny nose and sneezing symptoms
observed for the variants are not due to a coincidence with
hayfever seasons, as the changes can be clearly observed for
participants with no reported hayfever or with hayfever that was
not relevant at the time of infection (Figure 4).

It is important to note that the differences in symptoms reported
by participants in the current, omicron-dominated phase are not
due tovaccination: of the 428participants in theomicronphase, 164
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 8
had been fully vaccinated at the time of infection, while 264 had
been unvaccinated, and the frequencies of symptoms were largely
the same in vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals (Figure 5). Of
note, the only symptoms where we found a statistically significant
difference in frequency between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals are foreign body sensation in the eyes and loss of
smell, where the frequencies were lower in unvaccinated than in
vaccinated individuals (foreign body sensation: 4.2% vs. 9.8%; loss
of smell 20.5% vs. 32.3%).

A comparison with another detailed symptom study from the
delta variant dominated phase by Vihta et al. reveals an
B

A

FIGURE 6 | Detailed fever data stratified by SARS-CoV-2 variants and age groups. (A) Frequency of the fever levels reported by participants in the SARS-CoV-2
G614, alpha, delta and omicron dominated phases of the pandemic. (B) Frequency of fever levels reported by the participants in the SARS-CoV-2 G614, alpha,
delta and omicron variant dominated phases stratified by age groups. The frequency of participants replying with “feverish” who had not measured their body
temperature increased in the variant phases, introducing more uncertainty into the fever data. However, the frequency of participants reporting no fever or not feeling
feverish increased, suggesting a reliable decrease in fever induced by the SARS-CoV-2 variants.
July 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 880707
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interesting difference in the frequency of fever, which was
reported to be increased for delta in comparison to G614 in a
large community level cohort in the United Kingdom (20). We
therefore subjected our fever data to a more detailed analysis
(Figure 6). The decrease in frequency can be most strongly
observed for the temperature range between 37.6°C and 39.0°C,
which were most frequently reported in the G614 dominated
phase (Figure 6A). It is noteworthy, however, that in the alpha
and more so in the delta and omicron dominated phases, the
frequency of respondents who did not measure their body
temperature and replied by “I felt feverish, but didn’t measure
my body temperature” or “I didn’t feel feverish, but didn’t
measure my body temperature” increased, introducing higher
uncertainty into the fever data for the later phases. Of note,
“feverish” was not included in the “fever > 38.0°C” category. This
increase in the “feverish” and “not feverish” replies cannot be
solely attributed to the fact that a larger proportion of young
people were infected in the variant phases – the frequency of
infected people below 50 years of age increased from 50.1% in the
G614 phase to 65.4%, 64.5% and 68.0% in the alpha, delta and
omicron dominated phases, respectively - since these replies
increased similarly across all age groups in the variant
phases (Figure 6B).
DISCUSSION

The data presented here provide a detailed picture of the
symptoms experienced by SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals,
and of the changes in symptom patterns that have occurred
with the spread of the alpha, delta and omicron variants.

The data collected in this survey show that a range of
symptoms is observed in a majority of patients, such as
tiredness, lethargy, loss of appetite, joint or muscle pains,
headache and dry coughing. Since the delta variant became
dominant, also sneezing and blocked or runny nose were
reported by almost 60% of infected individuals. For some
symptoms however, we found surprisingly low frequencies in
infected individuals and therefore low odds ratios, including all
throat symptoms other than dry cough. Furthermore, only
roughly one fifth of SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals
experienced throat pain during the earlier phases, which could
be expected to be much higher since virus is routinely identified
in throat swabs, showing that it is indeed infecting throat tissue.
However, the frequency of these throat symptoms has increased
in the current omicron-dominated phase. While an impaired or
lost sense of smell or taste had been a hallmark symptom of
SARS-CoV-2 infection that was identified early in the pandemic
(21, 22), the spread of the omicron variant has led to a significant
decline in frequency.

For symptoms reported from the first few months of the
G614-dominated beginning of the pandemic, a bias may have
been introduced into the dataset since some symptoms had been
described early in the pandemic as typical for SARS-CoV-2
infection, and had therefore been criteria for testing while
testing capacity was still limited. However, there was no
Frontiers in Virology | www.frontiersin.org 9
apparent change in symptom patterns when testing capacities
in Germany had become sufficient in early summer of 2020 to
test all patients with respiratory symptoms, therefore, the
frequencies reported for the G614 phase can be expected to be
accurate. It should be noted that replies were sorted by the date of
questionnaire completion, which may have introduced a slight
offset in the allocation to the alpha-, delta- and omicron-
dominated phases.

Other studies have been performed investigating symptoms
of SARS-CoV-2 and their predictive value. Studies in the early
days of the COVID-19 pandemic were reporting symptoms of
hospitalized patients and thus missed the symptoms that are
associated with mild disease courses (4, 5, 23). Since then,
multiple other studies have been performed that focused on
the symptoms experienced by SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals
at a community level (22, 24–29). A large study has been
performed during the first phase of the pandemic using a
mobile phone app that included data from more than seven
thousand participants who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 in a
cohort of more than 2 million people from the United Kingdom
and the United States (28). In this study, the authors found
frequencies for the symptoms “loss of smell and taste”, “fever”,
“skipped meals” and “diarrhea” that are comparable to the
frequencies reported by us and reported positive odds ratios
for these symptoms, with the highest odds ratio for “loss of smell
and taste”. The authors report a similar frequency of “persistent
cough” in the SARS-CoV-2 positive individuals as we found for
“dry cough”; in contrast to our data, the frequency of “dry cough”
in SARS-CoV-2 negative individuals was lower than in our
cohort, leading to a low positive odds ratio for the persistent
cough, in contrast to our findings for the G614 phase.

A further large-scale study in the United Kingdom revealed
similar changes in the symptoms for the delta variant as we have
observed in our study, with the remarkable exception that the
authors report an increase in fever for the delta variant compared
to G614 (30). Our data show that the incidence of fever higher
than 38.0°C decreased to below 20% for delta, compared to more
than 35% for G614. In contrast to our survey, the UK survey
asked participants if they had experienced fever during their
SARS-CoV-2 infection, but did not ask for specific temperatures
or specify a lower threshold for fever (personal communication).
This could partly explain the difference between the survey
outcomes, even though we would still see a slight increase in
respondents who replied “no fever”, or a bit more pronounced in
those who replied either “no fever” or “not feverish” from the
G614 phase to the variant dominated phases, indicating that
there is a true decline in our data. Vihta et al. also suggested that
non-white ethnic groups were more likely to report fever than
white ethnic groups (30), whether this explains the difference to
our findings cannot be estimated since we do not have any
information on ethnicity of our participants.

A subsequent large-scale study using the above mentioned
mobile phone app analyzed data collected from 63,002
participants in the United Kingdom during the delta and
omicron variant dominated phases of the pandemic (31).
While many symptoms were similar in frequency during the
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delta and omicron phases, they also report a significant drop in
the frequency of altered smell and more prominently in the
frequency of loss of smell, which dropped from 50% during the
delta dominated phase to below 20% during the omicron
dominated phase, which is very similar to our findings.
Interestingly, the frequency of many symptoms such as joint
pains, muscle pains, runny nose, sneezing, nausea and diarrhea is
higher in this report than in our data, for many of those
symptoms by about 10%. A reason for the higher rates might
be the daily reporting of symptoms in the mobile phone app,
which could be leading to higher reporting rates.

A reduced frequency of loss of smell or taste in the omicron
variant dominated phase as we have seen in our survey has also
been described in some other reports, interestingly, the
frequency in some reports was even lower than in our study,
ranging from only 1.2% in a study in Jordan (32) and 2.5% in a
study in Korea (33) to 8% in a study in the US (34) and 12% (loss
of smell) and 23% (loss of taste) in a study in Norway (35). Loss
of smell and taste was reported to be down to 13% in a technical
briefing by the United Kingdom Health Security Agency (36);
this report was based on the very large number of 182,133
individuals, but as a limitation of this analysis it was indicated
that the symptom data was collected early, usually 3 to 4 days,
after symptom onset. Very similar frequencies of impaired or lost
sense of smell or taste in infected individuals were reported from
studies in Italy (37), the Faroe Islands (38), the mobile phone app
study mentioned above (31) as well as a community study in the
United Kingdom (20). In the latter report from a large
community study in the United Kingdom a similar drop in the
frequency of loss of smell and taste as we have found in our
survey was demonstrated, corroborating our observation.
Interestingly, the authors also report a somewhat higher rate of
loss of smell and loss of taste as well as of coughing in vaccinated
compared to unvaccinated individuals, suggesting that this
finding may not be due to an unknown bias but warrants
further scrutiny. Of course, the higher frequency in vaccinated
individuals found in our study might also be due to a reporting
bias, since symptomatic vaccinated individuals, especially those
with more pronounced symptoms, might be more motivated to
participate in the survey.

The SARS-CoV-2 variants have been fully characterized on
the genomic level, and some of the characteristic mutations
readily lend themselves for an explanation of the observed
changes in symptoms of infected individuals that occurred
with the spread of the variants. As described above, a hallmark
of the first globally spread SARS-CoV-2 was the mutation
D614G, which was retained in later variants (see (13) for a
detailed review of SARS-CoV-2 variants with a focus on the spike
protein). This variation has been shown to reduce spike S1
subunit shedding (39–44), to stabilize the spike pre-fusion
conformation (45–48), and to thereby increase infectivity and
transmission due to high ACE2 expression levels in the upper
respiratory tract (8, 49). Similarly, the additional N501Y
mutation present in the alpha and omicron variants has been
shown to directly strengthen the interaction of the SARS-CoV-2
RBD with ACE2 (50, 51). Similarly, mutations in the furin
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cleavage site (alpha and omicron: P681H; delta: P681R) can
lead to increased cleavage of the S1 and S2 spike protein subunits,
resulting in higher infectivity and transmissibility (52, 53). A
high binding affinity to ACE2 and high fusogenicity of the spike
proteins explains the efficient infection of sustentacular cells of
the olfactory epithelium and of taste bud cells, which are thought
to mechanistically underlie the loss of smell and taste in a large
proportion of infected individuals (10, 11). Since the first affinity-
enhancing mutation D614G was introduced into the orinial
Wuhan Hu-1 strain after its spread into other countries, this
may well explain why loss of smell and taste was not observed as
a symptom during the earliest phase of SARS-CoV-2 spread in
China. While it has been suggested in a large meta-analysis that
ethnicity also plays a role in susceptibility of infected individuals
for loss of smell and taste, and that individuals of Asian origin are
less prone to it (7), viral factors appear to have a much larger role
than host factors (54). In comparison to alpha and delta,
omicron harbors even more mutations in the spike protein
including regions of the RBD involved in ACE2 binding and
around the furin cleavage site, and has been shown to have high
ACE2 binding affinity (55). Interestingly, however, omicron
exhibits an inefficient use of the cellular protease TMPRSS2,
which is required for proteolytic cleavage of the spike protein at
the S2’ site to liberate the fusion peptide, and relies more strongly
on the endosomal uptake route (56), suggesting that ACE2/
TMPRSS2-expressing cells would no longer be as strongly
preferred target cells. This would explain the lower frequency
of loss of smell and taste with the omicron variant. Sustentacular
cells of the olfactory epithelium have been shown to express high
levels of both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (57), making them direct
target cells of the previous SARS-CoV-2 variants as
demonstrated both in the mouse model (10) and in human
tissue (11). It could be shown in vivo in the hamster model that in
comparison to G614 and delta, the infection of the olfactory
epithelium by the omicron variant was markedly reduced and
infection of nasal tissue shifted to the respiratory epithelium (58),
which is in accordance with the significantly reduced frequency
of loss of smell in omicron infected individuals shown in this
study as well as by others.

The mechanism underlying the reduced induction of fever by
the SARS-CoV-2 variants is less clear, and possibly more
complex and involving proteins other than spike. It has been
shown previously that SARS-CoV-2 infection induces cytokines
such as interleukin 6 and tumor necrosis factor a (59) that are
known mediators of fever. It was shown in the mouse model that
the spike protein alone could induce production of these
cytokines (60), and it was demonstrated in vitro that
monocytes produced these cytokines when stimulated with the
S1 spike subunit alone (61). Unfortunately, no comparative
analysis with the different variants has been performed in these
studies, since they were performed earlier in the pandemic. An in
vivo mouse study showed a differential induction of cytokines by
the delta and omicron variants in comparison to an early G614
isolate (62); and similarly, an in vivo study in hamsters showed
reduced levels of a range of cytokines in omicron infected
compared to delta infected animals (63), suggesting that the
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variants are indeed inducing different cytokine levels in vivo. One
study has analyzed various SARS-CoV-2 proteins for the
presence of cytokine-inducing peptides and found significant
contribution of proteins other than spike to the cytokine
response, which was found to be slightly reduced for omicron
in comparison to Wuhan Hu-1, gamma (B.1.1.28.1) and delta
derived proteins (64). Furthermore it has been shown in in vitro
studies that omicron is more susceptible to inhibition by type I
interferons and induces higher levels of type I interferons than
delta (65, 66), which may also play a role in the development of
fever. While no direct comparison was made, the authors
suggested an increased susceptibility of the omicron variant to
interferon, which may be associated with mutations in proteins
other than spike, namely variations in the interferon
antagonizing proteins non-structural protein 3 (nsp3), nsp12,
nsp13, nsp14, M, nucleocapsid and ORF3a (65, 66).

Our study shows interesting changes of symptoms of SARS-
CoV-2 infection over time, it does however have a number of
limitations that need to be mentioned: since the survey was
conducted as an online questionnaire, the participants were
likely biased towards younger people, even though we know of
instances where younger relatives assisted elderly participants.
While the frequency of participants of the 50-59 years of age
group was higher in the G614 dominated phase than in the alpha,
delta and omicron dominated phases, the participants of the
survey from the four phases were largely comparable with regard
to age and gender distribution. It has to be noted, however, that
there was a far larger proportion of female than male participants
of the survey in all four phases of the pandemic. Since the main
focus of the presented study was the comparison of the
symptoms observed during the different variant dominated
phases, this bias should be noted but does not hinder the
interpretation of the data as presented here. Furthermore, even
though we also saw participants who had been hospitalized or
had even required intensive care treatment, we were aware from
the beginning that an online questionnaire would be more likely
to reach those with mild disease course. Still, those people with
more symptoms, or with more pronounced symptoms, might
have felt more motivated to participate in the survey, so it would
be especially difficult to conclude the number of asymptomatic
SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals from this survey, and the
overall frequency of the symptoms might be overestimated.
However, as discussed above, the frequencies of many
symptoms reported in our study are largely in line with the
findings of other symptom studies, therefore our detailed results
can be regarded as a reliable contribution. While we did see a
higher proportion of smoking respondents in the SARS-CoV-2
negative group than in the SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals, we
did not perform further analysis on this finding since the present
data is likely biased to symptomatic participants and is therefore
neither amenable for a calculation of the overall frequency of
asymptomatic infection nor to address the question if smoking
leads to a reduced incidence of symptomatic SARS-CoV-2
infection. Finally, it also has to be mentioned that we had a
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very detailed questionnaire, which may have been difficult to
complete for participants with an impaired concentration span
or severe brain fog, a challenge that has been reported to us by a
small number of participants.

With the spread of new variants, the symptoms experienced by
SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals have changed during the
pandemic, and are likely to change again in the coming months or
yearswith the spreadoffuture variants.Ourdata show that it remains
important to track the symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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